PIN THE TAIL ON BULLSEYE
HUSSEY!
Pin the Tail on Bullseye: Template & Instructions

Uh-oh -- Woody's loyal horse, Bullseye, has lost his tail! Preschoolers will love personalizing their own felt tails and trying to help Bullseye find it in this twist on the classic party game.

You'll Need:
Pin-the-tail on Bullseye template
Scissors
Markers
Brown felt
Self-adhesive craft foam circles
Glue
Paper punches
Cardstock
Ribbon
Sequins
Blind fold
Tape

Instructions:

1) Print Pin-the-tail on Bullseye game and tail template. Use the template to cut tails from the brown felt, one for each party guest.

2) Glue tails on top of self-adhesive craft foam circles, let dry.

3) Have party guests choose a tail and then personalize it by gluing on craft-foam shapes, pieces of cut paper, ribbons and sequins.

   Decorating ideas:

   Sherriff's badge: Cut a star shape from cardstock and decorate with sequins.

   Hearts: Layer craft foam, or paper-cut hearts in various sizes and colors.

   Gold Medal: Glue a blue ribbon and yellow circle onto the craft foam circle.

4) How to play the game:
   Tape the picture of Bullseye to the wall at kid-level. Remove the paper backing from the craft-foam circles. Use the adhesive on the circles to attach the tails to Bullseye. One at a time, blindfold kids, point them in the direction of Bullseye, and have them stick their tails on Bullseye. The kid whose tail lands closest to the correct spot on Bullseye is the winner!